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Abstract 
This paper completes an investigation of the logical expressibility of finite, locally 
stratified, general logic programs. We show that every hyperarithmetic set can 
be computed by a suitably chosen locally stratified logic program (as a set of 
values of a predicate over its perfect model). This is an optimal result, since 
the perfect model of a locally stratified program is itself an implicitly definable 
hypera.rithmetic set (under a recursive coding of the Herbra.nd base); hence to 
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obtain all hyperarithmetic sets requires something new, in this case selecting 
one predicate from the model. 
We find that the expressive power of programs does not increase when one con-
siders the programs which have a unique stable model or a total well-founded 
model. This shows that all these classes of structures (perfect models of lo-
cally stratified logic programs, well-founded models which turn out to be total, 
and stable models of programs possessing a unique stable model) are all closely 
connected with Kleene's hyperarithmetical hierarchy. Thus, for general logic 
programming, negation with respect to two-valued logic is related to the hyper-
arithmetic hierarchy in the same way as Horn logic is to the class of recursively 
enumerable sets. 
1 Introduction 
This paper treats an issue related to the expressiveness of finite programs with negation 
in Logic Programming. Specifically, the problem here is to succinctly characterize, if that 
is possible, the objects that can be defined by means of logic programs. In this paper we 
characterize the expressive power of the class of locally stratified programs with function 
symbols. 
We assume that, for any logic program, the intended models all have as universe the 
same Her brand universe. We do not consider the question of what is defined as the universe 
is changed, as when a logic program is used to define new relations over various extensional 
databases. 
Historically, Kowalski [Kow74] and van Emden and Kowalski [vEK76] claimed that the 
meaning of a Horn logic program is its least Her brand model. That is, the semantics should 
assign to a Horn program P its least Herbrand model. It follows from the completeness of 
SLD-resolution, which in this context should be regarded as a nondeterministic algorithm, 
that such a program computes what it defines: its least model, and in this least model every 
predicate symbol of the language is interpreted as some subset of a cartesian product of the 
Herbrand universe of the program, i.e. the set of ground terms of the program's language. 
We shall say that a set X is computed by a predicate p from a Hom program if X is 
the set of ground terms p(t1 , ••• , t~:) provable from the program. Then under any standard 
enumeration of the Herbrand universe, every set computable by a predicate, is a recur-
sively enumerable set and, in addition, the least model of the program is also a recursively 
enumerable set. Conversely, by the results of Smullyan [Smu68] and Andreka and Nemeti 
[AN78] every recursively enumerable set is computed by means of a suitably chosen pred-
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icate in an appropriate Horn program. These results tell us that Horn logic programming 
is intimately connected with recursively enumerable sets, which is what we expect from a 
Turing-complete language. 
The situation becomes more complicated when we consider programs with negation in 
the body of clauses. Although each such program possesses a minimal Herbrand model 
there is no uniform way to select, in general, a desired Herbrand model. There may be very 
different and unintuitive minimal models of the program. 
One possibility is that we restrict the class of programs under consideration to the 
programs for which such a selection criterion exists. This is a route chosen by Apt, Blair and 
Walker [ABW88] and many successors (Przymusinski [Pr88], Van Gelder [VG88], Lifschitz 
[Li88]). Here, one considers the class of programs that have unique "natural" models -
models reflecting the expected intentions of the programmers. There are certain general 
standards for models to be "natural". Such a model should coincide with the least model 
of the program when the program is Horn. The elements of the model should be computed 
by a construction somehow similar to the one employed in the case of Horn programs; that 
is, by iteration of a suitable operator. The model assigned by such methods should not be 
"too complex". 
The class of programs (stratified programs) introduced by Apt, Blair and Walker in 
[ABW88] satisfies these informal conditions. Without specifying the details of their con-
struction (see below) we notice that each stratified program has a special model, called a 
perfect model [Apt90], which satisfies these conditions. Moreover, there is a simple algo-
rithm for testing if the program is stratified. Complexity of the perfect models of stratified 
logic programs has been studied by Apt and Blair in [AB90, AB91]. Under any standard 
enumeration of Herbrand universes, the perfect models are arithmetical, and the connec-
tion between the number of strata and complexity is very natural. Programs with n strata 
compute sets that are :E~, and each set in :E~ can be so computed. Hence, in the context of 
stratified programs, "not too complex" means here "arithmetical". Although of course such 
programs cannot compute all of what they define, i.e, there is no effective and complete 
inference procedure for them, these prior results contributed an organized approach to how 
such programs compute in a relativized way. 
A larger class of programs has been introduced by Przymusinski [Pr88]. These are the 
locally stratified programs. All stratified, and locally stratified, programs, have what are 
called perfect models. It turns out that the perfect model of any locally stratified program 
is hyperarithmetical, i.e., ~~ definable over the natural numbers. It follows also that, for 
each locally stratified program P, the transfinite partitioning of P into strata (see below) is 
bounded by a constructible ordinal, i.e., an ordinal a < wfK. That is, P has less than wfK 
strata. This suggests that the notion of "not too complex" model associated with locally 
stratified programs is at least close to "hyperarithmetic". 
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Another way of looking at a program is to think about it as a specification, a non-
complete description of reality, together with some method of restricting the class of models 
under consideration. This is a position developed by Gelfond [Ge89] and by Gelfond and 
Lifschitz [GL88]. They assign to the program a whole class Stab(P) of models, called the 
stable models of P. This is analogous to classical model theory, where one assigns to a 
theory T a desired class of models. The understanding is that stable models are the models 
that capture programmers' intuitions. On locally stratified programs, the perfect model is 
the unique stable model. 
The complexity of the classes of stable models of logic programs has been investigated 
by Marek, Nerode, and Remmel [MNR91]. The key point here is that the collection of 
all stable models is :Eg in the arithmetical hierarchy of all subsets of 2N (again, under any 
standard enumeration of the Herbrand universe). 
Both ways of looking at logic programs are, of course, connected. The first way of ap-
proaching the problem of semantics is, then, this: Some programs have a natural semantics 
under which one can select minimal models which have desired properties and presumably 
reflect the intentions of the programmers. Some other programs do not possess these nat-
ural models; these other programs are, to the extent that the criteria for "natural" models 
is compelling, just results of poor programming, and probably should not be written. 
A third semantics used for logic programs is the well-founded semantics of Van Gelder, 
Ross, and Schlipf [VGRS91]. It can be thought of as a constructive version of the stable 
semantics. It does not pick out any model or models as preferred. Rather, it only infers 
certain ground literals -positive and negative- from the program.4 The set of inferences 
from P, called the well-founded partial model of P, is constructed by transfinite iteration of 
an operator. It is always consistent - it never contains both p and •P for any ground atom 
p, but it need not be total - it may contain neither p nor •p. H a program P is locally 
stratified, its well-founded partial model is total, and it "agrees with" the perfect model 
semantics in the sense that it is the set of ground literals true in the perfect model. 
The expressive power of the well-founded semantics was investigated in [VG89] and 
[Sch90]. For any logic program, the well-founded partial model is ll~ over the natural 
numbers; for some logic programs, it is ll~-complete. H it is total, it is ~~. 
The above results may be used to characterize, incompletely, the complexity of perfect 
models of locally stratified programs. But in order to see how complex such models are we 
have to look to the second approach to semantics, the one suggested by Gelfond. The way of 
estimating the complexity of the perfect model in this case uses the generalization of perfect 
model, so called stable model (introduced by Gelfond and Lifschitz [GL88] and investigated 
from a recursion-theoretic point of view by Marek, Nerode and Remmel in [MNR91]). The 
'It can also be thought of as picking out a set of three-valued models; see, e.g., [Pr89]. 
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key point here is that the perfect model of a locally stratified program is stable, and cru-
cially, the only stable model of such program. Marek, Nerode and Remmel showed that 
the collection of all stable models of a finite program is :Eg in the arithmetical hierarchy 
of subsets of 2N. Therefore, if P has a unique stable model (which arises, in particular, 
when Pis locally stratified), then this model, encoded as a subset of N, is hyperarithmeti-
cal. Thus perfect models of locally stratified programs are always hyperarithmetical. This 
imposes immediately a complexity bound both on the perfect models of locally stratified 
programs and sets that are thereby defined. They all are hyperarithmetical. It also implies, 
interestingly, that the transfinite partitioning of the Herbrand base of a locally stratified 
program is genuinely constructive, the ordinal of the partition being not merely countable, 
but bounded strictly below the least nonconstructive ordinal, wfK. To a certain extent 
this explains (at least conceptually) why perfect models of stratified programs compute 
arithmetical sets. 
The natural question, then, is whether every hyperarithmetic set can be defined by a 
suitably chosen locally stratified logic program. We notice that Marek, N erode and Remmel 
have already shown that for a given hyperarithmetic set H there is a finite program with a 
unique stable model MH such that the Turing degrees of H and MH are the same. Thus, 
at least by means of unique stable models, all the hyperarithmetical sets can be defined. 
Here we prove a sharper result: Locally stratified programs are sufficient to define all and 
only the hyperarithmetic sets. Moreover the result is obtained in a particularly uniform way. 
We exhibit just one program which, when properly instantiated, produces hyperarithmetical 
sets Ha (cf Rogers [Ro67]). The remaining hyperarithmetic sets can be easily reduced to 
the sets we computed and so they are also computed by locally stratified programs. 
The meaning of this result is that even though there are programs that are not locally 
stratified but possess unique stable models the expressive power of such programs coincides 
with that of locally stratified programs. This, in turn, tells us that the interpretation of 
negation as "negation-by-default" (Bidoit and Froidevaux [BF88], Marek and Truszczynski 
[MT89]) with the requirement that there is exactly one default extension of the result-
ing default theory is no more expressive than interpretation by means of locally stratified 
programs. 
The methods used in our paper are closely related to Sheperdson's finite register ma-
chines (Sheperdson [She91], Cholak and Blair [CB91]) and standard techniques of recursion 
theory. We provide basic facts concerning locally stratified programs in Section 3, and prove 
technical facts concerning finite register machines and how they can be used to control the 
dependence of predicates in Section 5. The main result is proved in Section 6. 
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2 Preliminaries 
We assume the reader is familiar with the basics of logic programming and the Herbrand 
semantics of logic programs. For the interested reader, greater detail on preliminary tech-
nical matters can be found in a variety of sources, [1187] and [ABW88], in particular. The 
following definitions and facts are useful to recall. 
The Herbrand universe, UL of a first order language L (with or without logical equality) 
is the set of variable-free, or ground, terms of L. The Herbrand base BL of L is the set of 
variable-free atomic formulas of L. A subset I of BL can be identified with a structure for 
L in the obvious way; namely, we arrange for ground terms to denote themselves and there 
are no other individuals, and a ground atomic formula A is true in I if, and only if, A is 
a member of I. These remarks are sufficient to determine the structure with which I is 
identified. Validity with respect to all other formulas of L can now be defined in the usual 
way. Models of a normal logic program P are characterizable by an immediate consequence 
operator Tp that maps Herbrand structures for L to Herbrand structures for L defined by 
A E Tp(I) iff there is a clause 
A f- L1 & ... & Ln 
in the set of ground instances 
of clauses of P such that 
I != (L1 & ... & Ln) 
The following is a well-known elementary result, [1187]. 
Proposition 2.1: Let I be an Herbrand structure for L and let P be a normal logic 
program whose clauses are formulas of the language L. Then 
I != P iff Tp <;;;; I. 
The operator T p can be iterated, transfinitely. There are several useful ways to do 
this, but we will confine ourselves to the way that is most efficiently suited to our current 
purposes. The limit ordinal and successor ordinal cases do not need to be distinguished. 
Definition 2.1: 
Tp'(tO(I) = I 
Tp'(ta(I) = UP<a Tp(Tp'(t,8(I)) 
When Pis a definite clause program, Tp'(tw(0) is the least Herbrand model of P. 
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3 Locally Stratified Programs and Stable Models 
Hereafter, L is a fixed, countable, language. Locally stratified programs were originally 
introduced by Przymusinski, [Pr88]. Following the presentation in Apt and Bezem, [ABe90] 
we define the locally stratified logic programs via 
Definition 3.1 A program P is locally stratified if there exists a mapping stratum, which 
we call a partitioning, from BL to the countable ordinals such that for every ground instance 
A +-- L1 & ... & Ln of a clause in P the following conditions hold for each 1 ~ i ~ n: 
(i) if L, is B then stratum(A) ;::: stratum(B),· 
{ii) if Li is -,B then stratum(A) > stratum(B), and, 
so that we don't waste ordinals, 
(iii) the range of stratum is closed under initial segments; 
i.e. if a E range{stratum) and f3 < a, then f3 E range(stratum). 
The mapping stratum determines a transfinite partition of BL. LetHa= stratum-1 (a). 
We say that a clause of the form 
is a clause in normal order and is a normal order of any clause resulting from a permutation 
of the literals in its body. 
Let grdL(P) be the set of all ground (i.e. variable-free) instances of normal orders of 
the clauses of program P with respect to the language L. The fact that there are in general 
multiple normal orders of program clauses in Pis immaterial. 
Definition 3.2 Let P be locally stratified, and let stratum be the associated partitioning. 
Let "Y be the least ordinal not in the range of stratum. A local stratification of a normal 
program P is a partition of grdL(P) given by 
such that each clause A +-- Lt & ... & Ln in grdL(P) is in P01 if, and only if, stratum( A) = 
a. 
As a notational convenience let 
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We now define M(P) and M(Ps), which we will see, are the unique stable models of P 
and Ps, respectively. 
Definition 3.3: Let 
• 
grdL(P) = U Pa. 
a<-y 
be a local stratification of P. Put 
M(Po) 0 
M(P;+I) Tp-t)'wM(P01 ), for each a < 1 
M(P;..) Ua<>. M ( P01 ), for each limit ordinal .A ~ 1 
and 
M(P) = M(P-y) 
Next, we develop the formal definition of stable model, introduced by Gelfond and Lifschitz, 
[GL88]. 
Definition 3.4 We define an operator that transforms normal programs to definite clause 
programs that depends on an Herbrand structure I as a parameter. 
GL(I,P) = {A+- B1, & ... &Bn: for some 
A - B1, & ... & Bn ...,ci & ... & -,em 
in grdL(P), 
I I= (--,C1 & ... & --,Cm)} 
Now, an Herbrand structure I is stable for program P if 
I= T GL(I,P) '(tw(0). 
We note that it follows that I is a model of P whenever I is stable for P. Therefore the 
defining condition for stability determines the stable models of P. 
We have the following result that precisely characterizes the complexity of the class of 
all stable models of P. 
Proposition 3.1: Marek, Nerode and Remmel, [MNR91] The class St(P) of stable models 
of a normal logic program P is rrg. • 
Marek, Nerode and Remmel showed that the set of stable models of a normal program is, 
up to a 1 : 1 recursive renaming, set of infinite paths through a recursive tree, and hence 
forms a rrg class of sets. This is the idea behind the preceding proposition. By a basic 
recursion-theoretic observation, it follows that if a program is fortunate enough to have a 
unique stable model, then that model is hyperarithmetic, since the unique element of a 
singleton arithmetic class is necessarily hyperarithmetic. This is the situation with locally 
stratified programs as we see from the next proposition. 
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Proposition 3.2: Marek and Subrahmanian, [MS89] Let 
• 
grdL(P) = U Pa 
a<-y 
be a local stratification of P. Then M(P6) is the unique stable model of P, for each 6 :$I· 
• 
Corollary 3.3: M(P) is hyperarithmetic. • 
Also by standard recursion-theoretic techniques we have the following corollary since the 
definition of M(P6) is sufficiently uniform for M(P-r) not to be hyperarithmetic if 1 = wfK. 
Corollary 3.4: 1 < wfK • 
The preceding proposition immediately raises the question of whether it has a suitable 
converse; namely, is every hyperarithmetic set given by the unique stable model of a locally 
stratified program? As we remarked in the introduction this is indeed the case, but one 
must be careful here. More precisely, one must say every hyperarithmetic set is given by the 
interpretation of a predicate symbol in the unique stable model of a locally stratified program. 
This in not merely an artifact of our technical definitions; rather, it is forced by results of 
recursion theory that show that not every hyperarithmetic set is implicitly definable, i.e. is 
not the member of a singleton arithmetic class [Kol91]. 
4 Representing Ordinal Notations 
Following [Ro67] let Wz be the domain of the zth unary partial recursive with respect to a 
suitable indexing, and define 
Dom: 2""' ---+ 2""' 
by 
Dom(X) = {z: Wz ~X}. 
Moreover, let 
DomjO(X) = X 
Dom i a( X) = UP<et Dom(Dom i ,B(X)) 
Concerning this operator we have the following facts, [Ro67]. 
1. Dom i wfK (0) is 11}-complete. 
2. x E Dom j wfK (0) iff Wx ~ Dom i wfK (0) . 
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3. DomE II~. 
4. Dom j a (0) is hyperarithmetic for all a < wfK. ( cf. Theorem 3.13, [Hi78]). 
The elements of Dom j wfK (0) can be thought of as notations for constructible ordinals. 
For z E Dom jwfK (0) let I zl be the least ordinal a such that z E Dom t a+ 1 (0). ("+1" 
since if Wz = 0 then I z I= 0; also this permits us to have notations for limit ordinals.) Note 
that if z E Dom t wfK (0) then z ¢ Dom j I z I (0) but Wz ~ Dom j I z I (0). 
In the remainder of the paper we will assume that the only function symbols of the 
language L are the constant 0 and the unary function symbol s. Thus the Herbrand universe 
of L is {0, s(O), s(s(O)), ... , sn(o), ... }. We further assume that L has sufficient predicate 
symbols to supply the predicate symbols required for the development in the remainder 
of the paper. It should be noted that only a finite number of predicate symbols will be 
required. We will also need notation for substitutions. E{X ~--+ t} denotes the expression 
that results from syntactically substituting term t for each occurrence of variable X in E. 
We will not have to substitute for more than one variable at a time, and we will not need 
to be concerned about substituting into the scope of bound variables. 
The second of the facts concerning Dom is important in particular for showing that for 
each a < wfK there is a locally stratified logic program P with predicate symbol p such 
that 
p(sn(O)) E M(P) iff n E Domja(0). 
Moreover, we have the stronger result that P can be given uniformly in terms of a. Specif-
ically: 
Theorem 4.1: A finite logic program can be found with a clause 
p(X,Z) t- q(X,Y,Z) 
such that for each zEN, if P} is P{Z ~--+ sz(o)}, then 
P} is locally stratified iff z E Dom j wfK (0) 
and whenever z E Dom l wfK (0) 
p(sn(O),sz(O)) E M(P:) iffn E Domflkl (0) for some kEN such that lkl<lzl . 
The proof of the theorem depends critically on the ability to replace the bodies of clauses 
by clauses with only one literal in a way that strongly relates dependencies in the program 
to its semantics. This idea is carried out by adapting techniques of Shepherdson [She91] 
for translating 2-register machines into hi-Horn programs. Shepherdson's idea generalizes 
at once tor-register machines. Details are in [CB91]. For the sake of the completeness of 
the presentation here we reproduce the relevant material from [CB91]. 
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5 Finite Register Machines and Bi-Horn Programs 
The dependency relation induced by a given program among ground atoms is not generally 
thought to be closely tied to the program's semantics because the dependency relation 
remains unchanged when conjunctions between literals in normal clause bodies are replaced 
by disjunctions. Nevertheless, we are able to present a technique that allows for a tight 
relationship between a program's semantics and its ground dependency relation, and use 
this as a basis for the construction that we use to establish the main results. 
Definition 5.1 A Bi-Horn program is a definite clause program with at most one atom in 
any clause body. 
Definition 5.2: An r-register program .M is a sequence of n instructions and r natural 
number variables XI, ..• , Xr where each instruction has one of the following forms: 
i) Xk : = Xk +1 
ii) if Xk ::/: 0 then (Xk := Xk-1; goto j) 
where j E {1, ... ,n+ 1} and k E {1, ... ,r}. 
Instructions of type (i) we call increment-Xk instructions, and instructions of type (ii) we 
call conditional decrement-Xk instructions. 
Informally, the intended operational meanings of the above instructions are sufficiently 
clear. It is understood here that control passes from the ith instruction to the ( i + 1 )st 
instruction in the sequence unless a "goto j instruction" is executed during execution of 
the ith instruction, in which case control passes to the jth instruction. These operational 
notions will be formalized below in the definition of M's transition relation. 
Definition 5.3: Let f be a unary partial recursive function on the natural numbers. 2-
register machine M computes f if for every natural number a: M, when started at instruc-
tion 1 with It = 2a, X2 = 0 halts (by passing control to the nonexistent ( n + 1 )st instruction) 
with Xt = 2f(a) and x2 = 0 iff( a) is defined, and does not halt iff( a) is undefined. 
Basic fact: Every unary partial recursive function is computable by some 2-register ma-
chine, ( cf. [She91, SS63]). 
One can give a 3-register machine which, when started at instruction 1 with Xt = a, x2 = 
I3 = 0, eventually halts with I 1 = 2a, X2 = x3 = 0. Similarly, one can give a 3-register 
machine which, when started at instruction 1 with Xt = 2a, I 2 = x3 = 0, eventually halts 
with It = a, x2 = x3 = 0. Both of these remarks follow from the fact that one can 
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give 2-register machine programs that map value(x11 x2) = (x,O) to value(x1,x2) = (2x,O) 
and value(x1,X2) = (2x,O) to value(X11 X2) = (x,O), respectively. These programs can then 
be augmented with a third register to keep a count of how many times these actions are 
performed. It follows that with three registers each unary partial recursive function is 
computable without having to encode the input and output as an exponent of 2. Similarly, 
with four registers, each binary partial recursive function is computable with the inputs 
stored in e.g. the first two registers. (It is of interest to note that a bijective pairing 
function can then be implemented with four registers.) This turns out to be an enormous 
convenience for our purposes. 
We assume from here on that logic programs are written over a first-order language 
whose Herbrand universe is generated by the constant symbol o and unary function symbol 
s. We adopt the following syntactic abbreviations. s0 (0) stands foro and sn+l (0) stands 
for s(sn(O)). 
Definition 5.4: The translation of r-register machine M into definite clause program P 
is obtained by translating each of the machine's instructions as follows. 
If the ith instruction has the form 
then translate this instruction into the clause 
If the ith instruction has the form 
then translate this instruction into the two clauses 
Li(XI, ... , s(X~c), ... , Xr) +-- L;(Xt, •.. , X~c, ... , Xr) 
li(Xb .. . , X~c-l!O,X~c+I .. . , Xr) +-- li+1(X11 .. . , Xk-1! O,Xk+I .. . , Xr)· 
Finally, add the unit clause 
ln+l (XI! ... 1 Xr ). 
where n is the number of instructions in M. P is the set of all clauses obtained by the above 
procedure. 
Observe that every clause in the translation of M has exactly one atom in its body, 
except for the final unit clause. 
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Definition 5.5: A state of an r-register machine M is an ( r + 1 )-tuple of natural numbers 
( i, x~, ... , Xr) such that 1 ~ i ~ n + 1 where n is the number of instructions in M. The 
transition relation 1-M is a binary relation on states of M satisfying the following. 
(i,x~, ... , Xk, ... , xr) 1-M (i,x~, .. . , x~, .. . , x~) iffi ~ n, 1 ~ k ~rand one of the 
following conditions holds: 
i) i1 = i + 1, x~ = Xk + 1, xj = Xj for all j such that 1 ~ j ~ r and j =f; k 
and the ith instruction of M is an increment-Xk instruction. 
ii) i' = i + 1, x~ = Xk = 0, xj = Xj for all j such that 1 ~ j ~ r and j =I k 
and the ith instruction of M is a conditional decrement-Xk instruction. 
iii) x~ = Xk - 1 ~ 0, xj = Xj for all j such that 1 ~ j ~ r and j =f; k 
and the ith instruction of M is a conditional decrement-Xk instruction. 
It should be immediately clear that the following proposition holds. 
Proposition 5.1: 
iff 
li( sx1 (0), ... , sxr(O)) refers to li'( sx~ (0), ... , s:c~(O)) 
where P is the logic program translation of M. • 
Definition 5.6: A computation of an r-register machine M is a sequence of states 
{ni}o~i<a where 1 ~ a ~ w such that O'i-l 1-M O'i for every i in the range 1 ~ i < a. 
The computation is finite if a is finite; otherwise it is infinite. We say that the computa-
tion starts at n0 • The computation halts if a is finite and there is no state 0' such that 
O'a-l 1-M n. M always halts when started in state no if every computation of M that starts 
in state n0 halts. A state n is reachable from a state n0 if there is a computation that starts 
in state n0 in which 0' occurs. (Notice that a state is reachable from itself.) Lastly, a state 
of the form (1, x, 0 ... , 0) is called an initial state. (Note that a computation need not begin 
with an initial state.) 
Definition 5. 7: Let P be a normal logic program (i.e. a program in which positive as well 
as negative literals may occur in the bodies of the program's clauses), and let ground(P) be 
the set of ground instances of the program's clauses with respect to the Herbrand universe 
of the language of P. Ground atom A refers positively to ground atom B (in P) if there is 
a clause in ground( P) of the form 
A - Lt & ... & B & ... & Ln 
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A refers negatively to B if there is a clause in ground( P) of the form 
A refers to B if A refers to B either positively or negatively. (Note that A may both positively 
and negatively refer to B.) A depends on B if (A, B) is in the transitive closure of the refers 
to relation. A positively depends on B if (A, B) is in the transitive closure of the refers 
positively to relation. A negatively depends on B if there are atoms A' and B' such that A 
depends on A' or is A', B' depends on B or is B, and A' refers negatively to B'. We say 
that the pair (A, B) is in the negative dependency relation if A negatively depends on B. 
Atom A negatively depends directly on atom B if there is an atoms A' such that A depends 
on A' or is A' and A' refers negatively to B. We say that the pair (A, B) is in the direct 
negative dependency relation if A negatively depends directly on B. 
Note that the direct negative dependency relation is well-founded if, and only if, the 
negative dependency relation is well-founded. 
The following basic lemma relates well-foundedness of negative dependency to local 
stratification. 
Lemma 5.2: Normal program Pis locally stratified if, and only if, the negative dependency 
relation of P is well-founded. 
• 
Corollary 5.3: The following are equivalent: 
(i) Every computation of M halts. 
(ii) The inverse of the relation 1-M is well-founded. 
(iii) The refers to relation of the translation P of M is well-founded. • 
The basic importance of hi-Horn programs is that, since there is only one subgoal per 
clause, the dependence relation coincides with the derivability relation. 
6 Representing Hyperarithmetic Sets with Locally Strati-
fied Programs 
We are continuing the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us observe that, given a constructive 
ordinal a, the following holds: 
'v'x[x E Dom j a (0) {::} 3,8[Wx ~ Dom j ,8 (0) & ,8 < a]] 
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As is familiar from the usual logic programming representation we can represent this as a 
general program clause where the expression of subset containment is just an abbreviation 
of a universal formula: 
x E Dom l a (0) +-- Wx ~ Dom l ,8 (0) & ,8 < a 
Next, we replace a and ,8 by the elements m' and m of Dom l wfK (0)) which serve as 
notations for a and ,8. Specifically, I m I+ 1 is the least ordinal a such that m E Dom l a (0). 
Thus: 
x E Domllm'l(0) +-- Wx ~ Domllml(0) & lml<lm'l (1) 
is a "definition" of Dom l a (0). 
If we want to inductively construct Dom l a (0) for a constructible ordinal a, we need 
only to allow m,m' to range over a subset of Doml(a+ 1)(0) sufficient for lml, lm'l to 
range over all ordinals up through a. It is possible to choose such an r.e. set S so that 
3m[lml<lm'l & m,m' E S] 
is also an r.e. set. This can be shown as follows (see also, e.g., [Ro67]). Let 
~(X)= {y: 3x(y E W:~; & x E X)} 
~ is a monotonic enumeration operator. Its role is similar to the union operator in set 
theory. In the same way as union, which after iteration w times generates the transitive 
closure, iterated ~ provides us with all the notations needed to produce notations of all 
ordinals below lzl, given z E DomlwfK (0). Define the iteration sequence: 
~0(X) =X 
~n+l(X) = ~(~n(X)), nEw 
and 
If X E E~, so is ~w(X) ( cf. [Ro67]). Suppose z E Dom lwfK (0). Then, since~ is monotone 
and 
{IY 1: Y E ~w( {z} ))} =<w 
So now, for a constructible ordinal a we select z E Dom l (a + 1) (0). We now have: 
3m[lml<lm'l & m,m' E ~w({z})]- 3m(m E ~w({m'}) & m' E ~w({z})] 
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The right side ofthe above is obviously E~. Hence we can now rewrite the formula (1) as: 
x E Domjlm'l(0) ~ Wx ~ Domllml(0) & mE ()w({m'}) & m' E ()w({z}) (2) 
which holds if z E Dom f wfK (0). 
We are introducing now an auxiliary program Pz as follows. By the results of (AN78, 
She91], for each k-ary recursively enumerable relation R ~ Nk we can find a definite clause 
program Pn with the predicate symbol PR so that: 
Let R 17 R 2 be relations: 
Rt(m,m') {::}mE ()w({m'}) 
R2(y, x) {::} y E Wx 
Finally, let q( x, m) abbreviate "x E Dom f I m I (0)". Pz is, then, a general program 
consisting of general program clause: 
together with the definite clauses of the programs Pn;, i = 1, 2. 
We now transform the clause (3) to a set of normal program clauses by an operational 
technique for eliminating universal quantifiers in general program clauses bodies. We replace 
clause (3) with two clauses: 
q(X,M') ~ -,w(X,M) & PR1 (M,M') & PR1 (M',sz(o)), 
w(X,M) ~ Pn2 (Y,X) & -,q(Y,M) 
(4) 
and let Q z be a normal program consisting of clauses ( 4) and the definite clauses of Pn1 
and Pn2 • We can also assume (by renaming predicate symbols if necessary) that Pn1 and 
Pn2 have no predicate symbols in common. 
The programs Qz are not locally stratified. Indeed, q(O, 0) refers negatively to w(O, 0) 
which in turn refers negatively q(O, 0) by setting X, M, M', and Y to 0 in the clauses ( 4). 
To remedy this we will employ hi-Horn programs resulting from translating finite register 
machines. 
Let F be a 6-register machine that computes the partial recursive function f : N 3 ---+ N 
/( 1 ) { 0 i/ Rt(m, m') & Rt(m', z) x,m,m ,z = t otherwise 
(Recall from the above discussion that it is not necessary to use encodings of the input and 
the output ofF as exponents if two additional registers are used in F). Modify F to obtain 
F by adding three additional registers. Calls to F will take the form: 
(x, m, m', z, 0, 0, x, m, z) 
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using first four registers for input, with the fifth and sixth registers being auxiliary registers 
for the computation, and registers seven to nine for holding and maintaining a copy of the 
initial input values of the registers one, two, and four. Those last registers are not used 
during the computation. Thus if F halts, it halts with register contents 
(O,O,O,O,O,O,x,~,z} 
Let PF be the translation ofF into a hi-Horn program but with the following modification: 
the unit clause is replaced by: 
ln+l (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, X, M, Z) +-- -,w(X, M, Z) (5) 
(where n is the number of instructions in F's program). Thus F implements a partial 
function mapping (x,~,~',z,O,O,x,~,z} to (x,~,z} whenever Rt(~,~') and Rt(~',z) 
hold. 
Similarly, let G be a 9-register machine that implements a partial function mapping 
(x, ~, y, z, 0, 0, x, ~, z}.....,. (y, ~, z} 
whenever R2(y, z) holds. 
Let Pa be the translation of G into a bi-Horn program but with the unit clause replaced 
by: 
l~'+l (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, Y, M, Z) +-- -,q(Y, M, Z). 
(We assume that the predicate symbols lt, .. . ln+l, lL ... l~'+l are all distinct.) 
For each z E N form the program Pz as follows. The clauses of Pz are: 
q(X, M', sz(O)) +-- lt(X, M, M', sz(o), 0, 0, X, M, sz(O)) 




together with the clauses for PF and Pa with sz(o) substituted for Z. Notice that the 
predicate q(·, ·,·)is a variant of the predicate q of the program Qz. There we could not 
control enough the dependence relation and so it was not a locally stratified program. Here, 
the situation changes. We have now the following crucial fact. 
Proposition 6.1 z E Do~ jwfK (0) if, and only if, the program Pz is locally stratified. 
Proof: It suffices to show that the negative dependency relation of Pz is well-founded 
whenever z E Do~jwfK (0). 
Suppose that there is a sequence Ao, At, . .. of ground atoms of the language of program 
Pz such that for every k ;:::: 1 
Ak negatively depends on Ak-1· 
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Notice that in the graph of the refers to relation all negative edges arise only via ground 
instances of clauses 5 and 6. Thus this sequence yields a sequence of ground atoms 
such that 
negatively depends directly on 
which negatively depends directly upon 
Thus, for all k E N, 
Rt(mk+t,mk) & Rt(mk,z) 
and hence, since z E Dom l wfK (0), 
This yields an infinite descending chain of constructive ordinals and hence a contradiction. 
For the converse, note that if z rf. Dom l wfK (0), then there is a sequence 
of natural numbers such that Zk+l E Wzk, for all k E N. It follows that 
negatively depends directly on 
• 
In Proposition 6.1 we established that the program Pz is locally stratified (whenever 
z E Dom l wfK (0)). Therefore, for such z, Pz possesses the perfect model, M(Pz). We 
shall now investigate the extension of predicate q in those models. 
Proposition 6.2 Let z E Dom j wfK (0)). The following are equivalent: 
(a) q(sz(o), sm(o), sz(o)) belongs to M(Pz) 
(b) mE ~w({z}) and x E Domilml(0) 
Proof: First observe 
if and only if 
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if and only if 
for some mEN, ln+1(0,0,0,0,0,0,sx(o),sm(o),sz(o)) E M(Pz) 
and R1(m,m') and R1(m',z). 
if and only if 
But 
for some mEN, M(Pz) f= -,w(sx(o), sm(o), sz(O)) and 
mE cpw({m'}) and m' E cpw({z}). 
if and only if 
if and only if 
for some yEN, l~'+l(O,O,O,O,O,O,sY(O),sm(o),sz(o)) E M(Pz) 
andy E Wx 
if and only if 
if and only if 
for some m E N : for all y E N : m E CI>w ( { m'}) and m' E CI>w ( { z}) 
and (y ft Wx or M(Pz) I= q(sY(O),sm(O),sz(o)). (9) 
We now proceed by transfinite induction. 
Case 1. I z ~= 0. Then Wz = 0, so by the immediately preceding equivalence neither of the 
conditions m' E cpw({z}) nor q(sx(o),sm'(O),sz(o)) E M(Pz) can hold, for all m',x EN. 
Case 2. II z ~> 0. Suppose q(sx(o), sm'(O), sz(o)) E M(Pz)· The by property (9) and the 
induction hypothesis: for some mEN, for ally EN, mE ~w({m'}) and m' E ~w({z}) and 
Y E Wx - Y E Dom iII m ~ (0) i.e. 
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for some mEN, mE ~w({m'}) and m' E ~w({z}) and W:~: ~ Domflml(0). 
Hence, for some mEN: mE ~w({m'}) and m' E ~w({z}) 
and x E Domf(lml +1)(0) ~ Domflm'l (0). Thus 
q(s:~:(o),sm'(O),sz(O)) E M(Pz) is equivalent to x E Domflm'l(0) and m' E ~w({z}). • 
We are finally in the position to complete the proof of Theorem 1. To obtain P include 
three clauses: 




together with the clauses for PF and Pa. 
(10) 
If we instantiate P to P{Z ~-+ sz(o)}, (i.e. equivalently, we instantiate clauses (10) 
using the substitution {Z 1-+ sz(o)} and add the clauses of the program Pz), the resulting 
program, which we denote PI, remains locally stratified by Proposition 6.2, provided z is 
in Dom twfK (0). Moreover, by Proposition 6.2: 
if and only if 
if and only if 
for some mEN mE ~w( {z}) and x E Dom t I ml (0) 
if and only if 
for some mEN lml<lzl and x E Domtlml (0) 
If z is not in Dom t wfK (0) then, by proposition 6.1, Pz and hence PI is not locally 
stratified. • 
The following corollary to theorem 1 is immediate. 
Corollary 6.3 A finite logic program P can be found with a clause 
p(X, Y) +- q(X, Y, Z) 
such that for z E Dom twfK (0) where I z I is a limit ordinal, 
p(sx(O),sz(O)) E M(P{Z 1-+ sz(O)}) i/, and only i/, x E Domflzl (0). 
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• 
By adding a few more clauses which comprise a program for computing a certain partial 
recursive function we have the following variation of the theorem. 
Corollary 6.4 A program Q can be found with binary predicate symbol r such that 
z E Dom l wfK (0) if, and only if, Q{ Z ~---+ sz(O)} is locally stratified, 
and whenever z E Dom l wfK (0) 
r(s:~:(O), sz(o)) E M(Q{Z ~---+ sz(o)}) iff x E Dom ll zl +1 (0). 
Proof: Obtain Q be adding a set of definite clauses to program P of the theorem with a 
new binary predicate symbol r (i.e. r does not occur in P) so that 
where cp is a partial recursive function chosen so that Wcp(n) = {n}, for all n EN. It follows 
that lcp(z)l=lzl +1 whenever z E DomlwfK (0). • 
The proof of Proposition 6.1 permits us to read off an explicit local stratification of Pi, 
whenever z E Dom l wfK (0). We partition the Her brand base Bp as follows: 
For each ground atom q(t~, t2, t3), if t3 = sz(O) and t2 = sm' (0) for some m' E ~w( {z} ), 
then I m ~= ~ + k for some limit ordinal ~ and finite k. We put q(tt, t2, t3) in the stratum 
with the index ~+2k, H>.+2k; otherwise q(t17 t2, t3) is placed in H 0 . Notice that if t3 = sz(o) 
then the stratum in which q(t17 t2, t3) is placed is determined by t 2 • 
Suppose an atom A negatively depends directly on q(t1 , t 2 , t3 ) and q(t~, t~, t~). Then, 
either: 
or: 
A is lH Ut, ••• , u6, tt, t2, t3) and A is lH Ut, ..• , u6, tL t~, t~); hence t1 = t~, t2 = t~ 
and t3 = t~ 
This observation shows that all atoms q(tt, t 2, t 3 ) on which A negatively depends directly 
are in the same stratum. Thus, if A negatively depends directly on q( t1 , t2 , t 3) and q( t1 , t 2, t3 ) 
is in stratum H 01 then place A in stratum H o+t. 
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All ground w(ullu2,u3) that do not negatively depend directly on any q(t1,t2,t3) are 
placed in Ho. 
All ground atoms that have not yet been assigned a stratum are of the form l j ( u1, ... , lg). 
If lj( ull ... , u9) negatively depends directly on w(tl! t2, t3) then U7 = tll us= t2 and ug = t3. 
Hence, if w(t1,t2,t3) is placed in the stratum Hp then place lj(ull .. . ,us) in Hf3+1· Any 
remaining ground atom of the form lj( ull ... , ug) that has still not been assigned a stratum, 
i.e. does not negatively depend directly on any w(tb t2, t3), is placed in Ho. In this way we 
obtain a partition 
Bp \ {p(sx(O),pz(O)): x EN}= U Ha 
a<-y 
(where 1 is the supremum of ordinals used in the construction). 
Finally define 
So 
We can now verify that the conditions of local stratification are met by the partition, 
straightforwardly. 
When we trace the ordinals used in the construction, we see that two cases may occur: 
either II z II is limit, or for a unique limit A and k E N, I z II= A+ k + 1. In the first case 
1 =A, in the second 1 =A+ 2k. In the either case 
Theorem 6.5 
ground(Pz ) = Pa + u-
01~-y+l 
where 1 = lub{A + 2k: A+ k <I z II, A limit, k finite}. • 
By standard techniques of recursion theory on can show that for every hyperarithmetic 
set A these is a constructible ordinal a such that A is 1: 1 reducible to Dom j a (0). In 
outline, this is shown by 1: 1 reducing A to a well-founded recursion-theoretic tree Tp [cf. 
theorem XXIIa in [Ro67), chapter 16] and then reducing Tp to a subset of Dom j a (0), for 
some constructible a whose size can be estimated in terms of {3. 
Theorem 6.6 For every hyperarithmetic set A there exists a locally stratified program PA, 
with a predicate symbol r such that 
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Proof: Let A be hyperarithmetic. Then for some a < wfK, A $ 1 Dom t a (0). Let I be a 
recursive function used in this reduction. Let P1 be a Horn program which computes the 
graph of f. We assume that the set of predicate symbols of P1 is disjoint with that of our 
program P whose instantiations Pf compute Dom f I z I (0). Moreover we assume that the 
predicate gr( ·, ·) computes the graph of f. 
Now, we select z such that I z I= a and a new unary predicate symbol q, and write a 
program PA which is the union of two programs: 
and the clause 
q(X) +- gr(X, Y), p(Y, sz(o)). 
(where p is the predicate symbol computing Dom fa (0) in Pf.) 
Notice that PA is locally stratified. The local stratification of the part of the language 
corresponding to Pf is preserved, atoms of the form q(t) are put in a new stratum above 
the strata of p, and the atoms of the form gr( t1 , t 2 ) and other ground atoms of the language 
of P1 can be put anywhere, as long as they are put in a single, existing, stratum. 
Next, notice that q(s71(0)) E M(PA) if, and only if, for some m, gr(s71(0), sm(O)) E 
M(PA) and p(sm(o),sz(o)) E M(PA)· But this is equivalent to 
f(n) = m & mE Domfa(0)), i.e. n EA. • 
7 The Well-Founded Semantics 
The techniques used above can also be applied to the well-founded semantics. 
The well-founded partial model for a program Pis defined by transfinite iteration of an 
operator WFp. One such operator is Van Gelder's alternating fixed point operator [VG89]. 
For I a set of ground literals, WFp(l) is another set of ground literals. The well-founded 
partial model is the least fixed point of WFp, and can be constructed by the usual sort of 
transfinite induction: 
• WFp it< 11 = Uv<71(WFp it v). (Hence WFp it< 0 = 0.) 
• WFp it 11 = WFp(WFp it< 11). 
The fixed point is always reached by stage wfK. 
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If I is a total set of literals, I is a fixed point of WFp iff I is the set of ground literals 
true in a stable model of P. Thus if a ground literal Lis in the well-founded partial model, 
L is in every stable model. The converse fails. 
Theorem 7.1 Suppose the well-founded partial model of a program P is total. Then there 
is a locally stratified program Q where, for each ground atom L of P, L is in the well-founded 
partial model of P iff L is in the perfect model of Q. 
Proof: Since the well-founded partial model is total, the set of ground atoms true in it is a 
stable model of P, and thus is the unique stable model of P. So the well-founded partial 
model is hyperarithmetic. By Theorem 6.6, such a program Q exists. • 
Using the methods of the previous section, we can simulate the well-founded semantics, 
up to any constructible stage in the inductive construction, with a locally stratified program. 
We do not include the proof here. Moreover, the construction can be done uniformly and 
naturally.5 Recall that the well-founded partial model is not necessarily total. Thus, to 
represent it with a locally stratified program, we must represent the set of positive literals 
inferred and the set of negative literals inferred separately. 
Theorem 7.2 Let P be a logic program. Then there is a locally stratified logic program Q 
with an extra variable Z so that, if Z is instantiated to sz(o) where z E Dom jwfK (0), then 
• the instantiated program is locally stratified, and 
• for any ground positive literal p(tt. ... , tk) of P, p(tt, ... , tk) E WFp it< II z II iff 
p+(tb ... , tk) is in the perfect model of the instantiated program, and 
• for any ground positive literal p(tt, ... ,tk) of P, -,p(tt.···,tk) E WFp 11'<11 z II iff 
p- ( t1, ... , tk) is in the perfect model of the instantiate program. 
8 Conclusion 
The expressive powers for many semantics for logic programming, including the perfect 
model semantics for stratified programs, the stable semantics, and the well-founded seman-
tics, have been previously characterized. But no significant upper bound has previously 
been proved for locally stratified programs. 
5That is, the construction is natural modulo the machinery used in the previous sections to represent the 
constructible ordinals in locally stratified programs. 
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We have proved a result parallel to a result of classical recursion theory, that every .6.~ 
set is the projection of a ng singleton. That is, we show that every hyperarithmetic set 
of natural numbers is the extension of some predicate in the perfect model of some locally 
stratified program. It follows that the perfect model semantics for locally stratified programs 
is just as expressive as two ostensibly stronger semantics: the stable model semantics on 
programs which have unique stable models, and the well-founded semantics on programs 
which have total well-founded models. 
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